Arrow Factory projects: Art Lab OVA, Kuri Suzuki and Zulu Kageyama, Yokohama Paradise Hall,
Japanese Tea House and Flea Market (2013), installation view (above); Wen Peng, One-Man
Theatre (2010), performance documentation (below). Photos: courtesy of Arrow Factory.
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Over the past decade, a number of curatorial and exhibitionary practices have
developed in China that intervene into daily life. Interventionist practice partly develops from dissatisfaction with the marked division between the commercial art world
and the everyday realities of cultural producers. They also develop from a desire to
create a common space of engagement for artists and the local public. While much of
this work is not overtly political, the prevailing social conditions of an authoritarian
state lend these practices a critical edge, which can lead to surveillance, censorship
and other consequences. This article surveys curatorial and artistic interventions in
Beijing, placing them in the specific context of the various neighbourhoods, such as the
798 Art District, the city centre, Caochangdi village, and the industrialized suburbs.
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China’s contemporary art scene can be said to have been in existence
for a relatively short period of time, arguably as little as 40 years since
the death of Mao in 1976 and the subsequent ending of the Cultural
Revolution. This brevity has partly been responsible for what might be
seen as an uneven development of the various aspects of the art world in
China when it is placed in comparison with that of Europe or America. At
the present moment the market dominates; commercial galleries are the
main venues for the presentation of contemporary art. Many institutions
(museums, non-profit spaces, independent curators), which are ostensibly
independent from market concerns, often find themselves (wittingly or
unwittingly) acting as mere adjuncts to it. Venues and practices that work
to create situations not entirely led by the market find themselves in an
infrastructural climate that is by and large unsupportive of their work. At
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the same time, a number of spaces are available in which to act outside of
market constraints and to launch criticisms of commercial expectations.
Beyond the recent, albeit seemingly comprehensive, influence of the
commercial art system is the longer-term influence of Maoism in China.
Developed from Marxism-Leninism, this state ideology has placed great
value on reputedly promoting the desires of the people as the great fiat
in the development of society. Within its doctrine, intellectuals are seen
as those uniquely capable of bringing events to fruition, but the inspiration and direction of transformative events must come from ‘the people’
themselves. Under Mao, the upper echelons of society – those wielding
political, academic or cultural power – were redirected to learn from the
people. The Cultural Revolution (1966–76) actively implemented programs
whereby intellectuals were physically removed to the countryside to work
alongside farmers and other workers. The entrance of the intellectual into
such conditions of daily life, whether voluntarily or involuntarily, was
overlaid with political implications.
In the current situation, the historical relationship between intellectuals and the people/workers has not been entirely forgotten. Following
the death of Mao and the subsequent process of re-evaluating his legacy,
interventions by intellectuals into daily life have been greeted with skepticism and suspicion by the population that experienced the original,
enforced diktat. In the 1990s, at the very moment when Euro-Americans
considered the interaction with various publics as an antidote to the institutionalization of the art world (as documented and theorized by Grant
Kester, Claire Bishop and Nicholas Bourriaud), China’s particular historical
and political climate made the very thought of entering the public domain
anathema. In ‘Nationalism, Mass Culture, and Intellectual Strategies in
Post-Tiananmen China’, cultural historian Zhang Xudong lays out the
argument that this was a result of attempts by society to disengage with
the legacy of the Mao period to attain ‘normalcy’:
During the Cultural Revolution, China was deeply politicized, yet in
a sense, China was also the first to depoliticize itself from the Cold
War ideology by embracing the secular principles of the nation-state
as defined by late-twentieth-century global economic, cultural and
geopolitical relations. This drive toward normalcy underlined the
Deng period’s determined – indeed desperate – disengagement
from Mao’s revolutionary utopia. It helps to explain the Chinese
people’s collective disgust at any attempt at repoliticizing the image
of China in the Western media, as well as the public indifference,
suspicion and occasional hostility toward political readings of culture
and everyday life (such as those readings associated with critical,
feminist and postcolonial theories).
(1998: 117)
While interventional practices were not unheard of during the period that
Zhang refers to, he highlights the generally unwelcoming environment in
which relational artworks and exhibitionary projects had to work.
Attitudes changed in the 2000s, however, and a number of participatory
and reflexive practices have developed in China that take a critical look
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at social contexts. These interventions occur in both art and non-art situations. By working in a relational way, these projects aim to create a
common space of engagement between practitioners, practices and publics
that is not simply determined by commercial or state-ideological concerns.
In the following descriptions, I will outline some forms of these practices,
focusing particularly on those in the capital of Beijing, and the distinct environments within that city in which the practices find their place, such as
the 798 Art District in the north-east, store-front galleries in the downtown
core, Caochangdi village at the outermost portion of the city, and lastly to
the south-eastern suburbs in an area mostly devoted to manufacturing.

798 Art District: The Official Version
In China, art-related spaces have often organically coalesced into art districts,
which then become officially sanctioned – a pragmatic approach most
famously exemplified by the 798 Art District in north-eastern Beijing. The
area began as an industrial zone that in its decline left large, empty, warehouse-like properties ideally suited for artists to use as studios, but which

Ma Yongfeng, Forget Art Fair (2011), exhibition panels, spotlight, five artists’ works, 6 sq. m. standard
exhibition booth. Photo: courtesy of the artist.
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Flicking Forehead Space (2014), entranceway. Photo: courtesy of CC Wang.
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have now been adopted by the government as an official cultural district.
Government funds defined and developed the creative cluster by centralizing services, improving the infrastructure and providing management,
thus creating a clear brand for marketing purposes. While the investment
in the area has enhanced accessibility, it also has had the ancillary effect of
increasing the rents on properties, forcing all but the most successful artists
to leave and their spaces to be taken over by commercial businesses.
As areas such as 798 become ‘successful’, the nature of the gallery
spaces tend to become normalized and homogenized. Their rough edges
get smoothed over and the critical voices muted, mitigating the interest
that attracted attention to the area in the first place. Despite the decrease in
proactive and consistently ‘interesting’ galleries in 798 (which I would argue
can be counted now on the fingers of one hand) progressive attempts at
critical thinking can be occasionally found, even in the most conventional of
spaces. For instance, Ma Yongfeng’s Forget Art Fair (2011) brought a working
replica of the international-standard art fair booth into a group show.1 Such
an installation adopted the self-referential tenets of institutional critique
in a fairly straightforward way – highlighting the tropes of the commercial
gallery system by combining two usually distinct display formats together
within one space with satirical intent. To address the gallery system so
directly on its own territory is not, however, a common interventional technique. The risk of censure by the gallery is always a concern.

1.

Alibi (2011) was curated
by Wang Yifei and held
at the Linda Gallery,
Beijing. See forget art
(n.d.).

2.

For more information,
see Arrow Factory
(n.d.), HomeShop
(n.d), Institute for
Provocation (n.d.),
Flicking Forehead
Space (2014),
Intelligentsia Gallery
(2014) and Jiali Gallery
(n.d.).

Beijing City Centre: Closer to Heaven, Down to Earth
Intervention-oriented artists are more likely to exercise their practice away
from the mainstream gallery scene and seek to operate in non-art settings. A
second environment particular to Beijing is the hutong, small alleyways characteristic of the city’s historical centre and populated by long-established,
low-density family-based communities. Originally highly prized because
of its proximity to the imperial court, this area now represents some of
the oldest communities in Beijing, and has become a convenient, inspirational and productive site for independent art spaces and project rooms.
Adopting fixed locations in the hutong ensures a close relationship with the
local neighbourhood and community; in other words, it houses a diverse
range of people not restricted to the art world. In Beijing these spaces
have included Arrow Factory (2008–), HomeShop (2008–13), Institute for
Provocation (2005–), and more recently Flicking Forehead Space (2014–),
Intelligentsia Gallery (2014–), Jiali Gallery (2012–), and others.2
Institute for Provocation, Intelligentsia Gallery and Jiali Gallery all place
themselves within the hutong environment as a pragmatic or deliberate
choice. These spaces operate (by and large) as venues for exhibitions, events
and residencies for which an interventional relationship is certainly possible,
but it is not a central concern. Their general presence affects the dynamic
of the neighbourhood, and in that sense can be said to be interventional,
although it is not openly theorized as such. This form of intervention must
be distinguished from those of artists and curators who codify ‘everyday’
reality into their practices as an intentional creative element.
Flicking Forehead Space derives its name from the idea that inspiration
can be stimulated by an appropriate ‘flick’. Co-founder CC Wang (2014)
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explains that the term ‘flicking forehead’ may ‘in some cultures mean
punishment. For us, it brings sudden insight in a funny way. I want to use
it to express how to evoke the inspiration suddenly popping up’ [sic]. The
Space is hidden from passersby within the traditional courtyard dwelling
located within hutongs. Originally designed for a single family, social pressures have meant that these structures have been divided into accommodation for several families, so visiting Flicking Forehead Space demands
the negotiation of the shared public/private areas of other residences
in order to reach its doors. The visitors’ experience of the Space is thus
embedded within the environment of the hutong’s internal structure. In
practice, Flicking Forehead addresses the quirky and quotidian aspects of
the interactions between artists and the domestic spaces of the gallery.
as Wang (2014) explains, she and her collaborators ‘focus[] on daily life
and participatory events [such as] trying to set up a parallel micro-reactor
between cyberspace and physical space’. The link between the physical
and the virtual she refers to demonstrates the spread of an interventional
ethos across divisions of media and venues.
Arrow Factory, initiated by artists Wang Wei, Rania Ho and Weng
Wei, and critic and curator Pauline Yao, occupies a storefront in another
small hutong, with a single room given over to a regular program of sitespecific installations. This space is usually closed off behind the glass
frontage, and visitors can only peer through to see the works. By enforcing
a distance between the art and the viewer, as well as by the temporary
and ephemeral nature of its activities, Arrow Factory often conveys an
ambivalent attitude in its engagement with the public. The organizers see
this as an embedded, structural component of their practice as a ‘space’.
The projects that have broken out of the space into the hutong neighbourhood often become critically engaged with the relationship between the
exhibition space and the community around it.
Arrow Factory projects have ranged from installations constructed solely
within the space, such as the Arrow Factory Grotto (2011) – a series of murals
painted by the A Diaodui Collective that reference traditional Buddhist
cave paintings – or the re-creation by artist Wang Gongxin of the frontage
of the adjacent bakery. Back-projected onto the gallery’s window, the video
of working bakers created an odd duplication and symbolic representation
of the productive activity taking place simultaneously next door. Space was
also the theme and method of the multi-channel video Amorous Acts (2012)
by Fang Lu. Developed within the space as a partially site-specific work, it
depended on being shot in the gallery and in the hutongs nearby. In the film,
the female protagonist sits aimlessly in the gallery space before retrieving
a bike and travelling through the hutongs. Having bought various groceries
from a local store, she enacts a series of vignettes that use the foodstuffs.
For instance, in a narrow alley, she lays out flatbreads and hops on them to
avoid stepping onto the street itself; at another point she cuts a watermelon
in half and places it on the ground to make an impromptu stool, whereupon she sits and mixes a dough that is then pushed into the bark of a
nearby tree. The seemingly meaningless tasks are undertaken with intense
seriousness, leading to a feeling that they hold ritualistic personal meaning,
perhaps with a cathartic intent. Watching the film it is clear that the actions
appear both mystifying and bemusing to passing pedestrians, but in many
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Institute for Provocation (2014), logo and external view. Photos: courtesy of Institute for Provocation.
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Elaine W. Ho and Rania Ho, The Meeting Room (2012), collage of souvenir photos given to
participants of an event-based project hosted by Arrow Factory. Photo: courtesy of the artists.
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cases these people are from the local population. Their inclusion in Amorous
Acts fosters a valuable connection to the gallery, leading to an openness
and generosity towards Arrow Factory and its unusual activities.
Several projects have brought the extended geography of the cityscape into direct relation with the confined space of the Arrow Factory.
In He An’s Wind Light as a Thief (2011), a typical urban street light
was inserted into the space, with a switch mounted on the window for
passersby to operate. Unexpectedly, this switch controlled a second light
a few streets away, which featured another switch that controlled the
first light, creating an enhanced awareness of the interlinkages between
the local area’s infrastructure and the gallery space. In another project,
Shi Qing cut various lengths of wood and painted them in bright abstract
patterns, their lengths relating to the widths of various openings along
the hutong for which they might be used as barriers. They were then left
out along the street to be repurposed by whoever needed the wood.
The distinctive patterning, however, ensured that wherever the wood
pieces ended up they would still be identifiable. The Arrow Factory
gallery space has also been activated as a stage for live performances. In
Nie Mu’s Channel Me (2010), the artist organized an impromptu television
studio and invited artists and locals to create their own programs. The
Arrow Factory’s event-based works implicitly encourage neighbours and
passing traffic to participate, and thus facilitate the building of connections
to the audience and community. Both artists and curators seek their work
to gain meaning beyond conventional aesthetics and exhibition presentation to directly engage a diversity of art and non-art audiences.
A few streets away from the Arrow Factory was HomeShop, another
space that thrived in the hutong environment. The informal grouping of
artists, creatives and local residents that developed around this influential
store-front space (it closed in 2013), took an integrative approach towards
its place in the community. Originally established in 2008 by Hong Kong/
US artist Elaine W. Ho, the original space was visibly utilized for both
living and presentation. Ho resided in the space for a year before she
embarked on any projects, solidifying her presence as a valid community member rather than just an artist parachuted in for a limited time.
In 2008, as Beijing hosted the Olympic Games, Ho and her collaborators
arranged projects to foreground the interests and desires forming locally
around such a nationally significant event. In 2010 HomeShop’s participants and activities outgrew the original space and they moved into a
larger building in a nearby hutong. While the original space comprised a
couple of small rooms located immediately on the street, which offered
an easily accessible presence, the new space added private and semi-private areas that altered HomeShop’s internal and external social dynamics.
The new building was originally used as a danwei (a production unit for
a state-owned enterprise) dormitory, with a large room facing the street
that became HomeShop’s ‘public face’ where events and work took place
in full view. Behind this room, away from the public, were a series of
spaces that included a communal kitchen/eating area, small studios, a
bathroom/shower, and a large room that was used as a co-working space,
in this way providing a source of income for HomeShop by renting out
desk space and office infrastructure to nomadic creative workers.
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HomeShop (2012), views of exterior and workshop by Audrey Chen and Phil Minton. Photos: Elaine W. Ho.
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HomeShop undertook many activities that connected creative practitioners in the local community, members of whom became supportive
collaborators on the projects. In this context, sound, and its ability to break
down strict conventions about the location and use of space can be seen to
be archetypically interventional. For The Sound of Nowhere (2011), HomeShop
became the hub for a series of sound works dispersed in various venues in the
surrounding streets, including a hairdresser, a theatre café, a fashion retailer
and a youth hostel.3 The pieces created new experiences of the businesses
and residences, disrupting their usual architectural functions and meanings.

3.

The Sound of Nowhere
was organized by
HomeShop, ZUZHE and
Shan-Studio.

4.	See forget art (2010).

Caochangdi Village: Next-door But a World Away
The third area of interventionist activity, the village of Caochangdi, is situated on the north-eastern fringe of the city where the suburbs and countryside meet, a few kilometres beyond the 798 Art District. The area serves
as a dormitory town for migrant workers and taxi drivers. Because of the
lower rents and more relaxed official oversight, Caochangdi has also developed as an alternative art area to 798. The aforementioned Ma Yongfeng
has also staged direct interventions in this area, this time into the everyday
life of the Dragon Fountain Bathhouse (2010), a group show he curated that
temporarily took over a public bathhouse.4 Despite being open for only four
hours (the amount of time the owners of the bathhouse were prepared to
suspend normal operations), Ma managed to persuade 39 artists to install
original site-specific works on the premises. The curatorial premise asked
artists to address the invisibility of their works in the setting of the bathhouse. This was interpreted in subtle or dramatic ways, as sculptural objects
or installations imposed themselves in more or less insistent ways into the
path of the audience. For instance, Li Bo floated a guqin – a traditional
stringed instrument – in the hot tub; the door to the sauna was replaced
by Yang Guangnan’s threatening curtain of razor blades; Ma’s own work
was a collection of ping-pong balls glued into a mass that floated languidly
in the jacuzzi. Nearby, He Yida’s tiny, geometric, folded-paper construction sat on the massage table taking its design from the tiling patterns
on the floor underneath, and a sound piece by Du Ruiqing adapted field
recordings made earlier in the bathhouse. Outside, Canadian artist Yam
Lau added a blurred photograph of the price list for the bathhouse that led
people to perform a double take and question their own vision.
This bridging of the gap between a space devoted to art and the
broader world beyond was epitomized by Yam Lau in collaboration with
the Australian artist Michael Yuen. Their mock institution, Donkey Institute
of Contemporary Art (DICA) (2009–10), converted a donkey and cart into
an exhibition venue. Donkeys being a ubiquitous means of transporting
and selling produce on the streets of Beijing, the cart provided a readymade platform for presentations, such as a curated selection of video
works by Chinese and foreign artists, and later of a library of art-related
books. The donkey allowed DICA a mobility that brought it into contact
with a constantly changing audience, and creatively resolved issues with
permissions that might have occurred at a fixed location (Lau 2013–14).
By-laws and arbitrary security restrictions are a constant concern to
be addressed when engaging interventions in unconventional public
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Dragon Fountain Bathhouse (2010), views of exterior, Yang Xinguang’s UFO Mini-lamp
(2010), brick (above left), and Ma Yongfeng’s Untitled (2009), ping-pong balls and glue
(above right). Photos: courtesy of Ma Yongfeng.
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spaces. Unforeseen consequences may arise during the negotiation of the
complex realities of these spaces, as Lau and Yuen discovered when their
exploration of places to station the DICA ultimately led to the loss of their
means of transport:
[In Beijing] there are restrictions on how close to the centre donkeys
can approach, and our first donkey was arrested when we were
scouting locations, so we had to tread a little more lightly after that.
(Yuen 2009)
Another outing with the donkey exposed the systems of control in
urban areas when a plainclothes policeman shadowed their meandering
progress through the streets. This figure initially appeared to be an interested member of the public, perusing the books on display in the cart
before striking up a conversation with Lau and inviting himself to the
meal following the event. During the meal he revealed his identity by
discreetly showing a police badge to the artist under the table. Lau was
later told this policeman was a well-known face at art events, and acted
as a monitor for the government’s Ministry of Culture. From then on this
person appeared at all DICA’s events.
Having arranged for the donkey and cart with a farmer who would
normally use it to bring produce into the city for sale, the first instance
of DICA took place in a market across the road from the 798 Art District.
In this location, DICA’s alternative ‘cultural institution’ directly questioned the value of such officially sanctioned areas. Later, when DICA
was invited to take part in the newly established 798 Biennial in 2010,
they were swiftly asked to leave by the area’s security personnel. Despite
798’s creative history and current branding, it fell under the management
of a government-appointed company that did not take kindly to donkeys
wandering its streets. In terms of the audience at the location across the
road, Michael Yuen (2009) explains that this was an area where everyday
life took place, and the audience was largely made up of local people:
[O]verwhelmingly the viewers were locals coming home from work.
They were not quite sure what was going on in the videos, but the
art people were an attraction in themselves […]. Outside of 798 the
donkey is a normal feature of everyday life (LCD screens and videos
aside!). But when you take it inside an art zone, it becomes a tourist
attraction. It becomes a thing that you can write off as just another
‘artists’ fanciful thing’, because it’s been removed from the ordinary
[…]. The situations where DICA works most effectively have traffic
flow, and foot traffic, so the audience naturally renews itself. When
we move the exhibition around, it’s more about the chance for us to
explore the city and to reach the community that lives there.
In another instance of artists taking their practice directly to a public
audience, Japanese artist Emi Uemura established the Bento Delivery Aikun
(2010). During her residency at Vitamin Creative Space’s The Shop in Beijing’s
Central Business District, Uemura established a lunch delivery service. In
general, Uemura’s practice addresses the role of food in society – a sensitive
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Michael Yuen and Yam Lau, Donkey Institute of Contemporary Art (2009), views of
outings in the streets of Beijing. Photos: courtesy of the artists.
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Michael Yuen and Yam Lau, Donkey Institute of Contemporary Art (2009), assembly diagram and
views of outings in the streets of Beijing. Photos: courtesy of the artists.
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5.	See Uemura (n.d.) and
Sanderson (2010).
6.	See Rolandi (n.d.).

topic in China where food safety has been a recurring issue. In this case she
set up a local delivery network taking hand-made bento boxes into offices
and residences within her catchment area. The boxes included the requisite
food items, but also art pieces and information about the foodstuffs, which
Uemura hand-delivered in order to engage directly with the purchasers and
talk to them about their knowledge of the food they consume.5

Suburban Beijing: From Centre to Periphery
Moving beyond the centre of Beijing city, suburban areas provide different
audiences and consequently different opportunities for intervention. In the
sprawling suburbs of south-eastern Beijing, my last example is of a series of
interventions developed within the light-industrial area typical of the city’s
peripheral landscape. In 2010, artist and curator Alessandro Rolandi developed
what has become known as the Social Sensibility Research and Development
Department at Bernard Controls – a French-owned engineering factory.6
Since the program’s launch, Rolandi has invited over 30 Chinese and foreign
artists, designers and musicians to undertake residencies of varying length in
the factory, where artworks and performances are produced in collaboration
with the workers and management of the company. The work that has arisen
from these residencies has been varied and dependent on the artists’ practice
and their reactions to this specific environment. Rolandi selects artists based
on the understanding that their work will develop an interactive engagement
with the employees in the factory. This can lead to productive critiques of the
employee’s situation, as well as offering creative solutions.
To cite just one project, artist and designer Li Lulu negotiated with the
management to install small speakers in the work areas to play music once
a week. This arrangement, however, was not forced upon the workers,
but left as an option for them to take advantage of if they felt they needed
such an addition to their working environment:
[Li Lulu’s] micro-speakers won [the workers] the right to listen to
music once a week […], yet the fact to keep and implement this
privilege [was] left to the workers’ will and capacity […]. It [did] not
presume that the mere fact to gather the audience into [any] open
dialogue whatsoever [was] in itself meaningful; it confront[ed] the
viewer with the necessity to make a choice and [accept] the consequences that come with [it].
(Rolandi n.d.)
As the project progressed, its place as part of the factory’s everyday life
became more and more concrete and accepted. The results may not be
quantifiable in the normal parameters of management and efficiency, but
overall the projects endeavoured to create engagement among the various
hierarchies of the company’s employee structure and to foster respect
and understanding between the disparate groups involved. This is not to
suggest that the implementation of all the projects have been smooth or
generated positive outcomes – Rolandi recognizes that vested interests
and unproductive habits are present in any environment. Yet, these
projects had demonstrated the possibility for art to question assumptions
and to bring about constructive changes in the factory.
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Emi Uemura, Bento Delivery Aikun (2009), views of bento box and artist conducting a
delivery. Photos: Michael Eddy, courtesy of the artist.
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Above: Matthew Greaves and Tianji Zhao, Bike Shed Project (2014), Tianji Zhao serving
tea in bike shelter, Social Sensibility R&D Department Project no. 26, intervention at
Bernard Controls. Below: Megumi Shimizu, Petit Movement (2012), Megumi Shimizu
and Dudu warming up for the performance Butoh in the Factory, Social Sensibility R&D
Department Project no. 03, intervention at Bernard Controls. Photos: courtesy of the artists.
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The Ethics of Risk and Sustainability
As the above projects suggest, intervention into non-art-related locations
by curators and artists may lead to official scrutiny and censure. Such
results may be unexpected and undesired, creating difficulties (or indeed
danger) for the practitioners. However, the occupation of public space
can solicit attention that is not possible in the controlled environment of
the gallery. Interpreting the value of artistically exploiting risky situations
is a complicated task. The background of the artists and curators plays
an important part in what is considered to be an acceptable degree of
risk (and the meaning of that risk). It is true that some artists of Chinese
nationality have chosen to be active and visible in their interventions,
and accept the consequences that ensue; others will take a more subtle
approach, although the outcome may risk invisibility and ‘ineffectiveness’.
Practitioners from abroad who visit the country operate under a different
set of legal and social pressures than native Chinese artists, and this will
affect what they consider acceptable – and meaningful – to undertake.
Therefore the particularity of risk arises from the relationship between
the artist/curator and the broader social and legal environment. To
understand the originality and significance of these interventionist acts
within the particular context of China, one must take into account these
dynamic aspects.
At the beginning of this article I pointed out the fraught relationship
between intellectuals within Chinese social history, as well as the skeptical reaction to perceived ‘foreign’ critical practices in the years following
Mao’s death and the ending of the Cultural Revolution. However, the
definition (and self-identification) of the intellectual changes over time.
In the contemporary situations discussed above, the freedom and possibilities available for interventionist practices in China have expanded
dramatically compared to even a decade ago. However, the staging
of these interventions still depends on a certain level of subterfuge by
artists and curators to avoid attention from the authorities. Engaging
with everyday life and people ‘on the ground’ in part reflects a deliberate avoidance of dealing too directly with broad, socially contentious
issues of the macro level. While the everyday remains infused with (and
formed by) politics, it simultaneously affords a subtle environment in
which to address issues that otherwise would be too problematic for
practitioners and collaborators. In order to be sustainable, these practices must tread a fine line between performing meaningfully (which I
would define as performing critically) and attracting too much attention. Curatorial practices, then, have the doubled ethical responsibility
of situating interventionist works in public to fulfil the artists’ intentions, but also to protect the works from censorship and disempowerment. Unwelcome consequences await if they cross that invisible line.
This problem, however, is neither restricted to artists and curators, nor
solely pertinent to those operating in Beijing (or, indeed, China). Rather,
these instances reveal a more general condition endemic to interventionist practices: all interventions are local, and must strategically negotiate conforming to, reflecting and probing their particular community
in order to enact criticality.
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